Smale's condition for a point to be an approximate zero of a function for Newton's method is extended to the general quadratically convergent iterative algorithm. It is shown in which way the bound in the condition is affected by the characteristics of the algorithm. This puts the original condition of Smale for Newton's method in a more general perspective. The results are also discussed in the light of numerical evidence.
Introduction
When an iterative zero-seeking algorithm has a local quadratic convergence property, the iteration, if it ever converges, will eventually display the so-called precision-doubling phenomenon at each step, i.e., the precision of approximation is asymptotically doubled at each iteration. The traditional approach to the problem is largely based on asymptotic analysis, which often involves large unknown constants in the estimation and only provides a qualitative description of the convergence property. It is of practical use to have some kind of quantitative criterion for predicting the immediate appearance of such fast convergence.
This kind of knowledge is also useful in the construction of more efficient algorithms and in the analysis of their efficiency (cf. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9] ).
A point where fast convergence to a zero starts immediately under iteration is called an approximate zero. Several versions of this notion exist for the wellknown Newton's method and its higher-order generalizations (cf. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ). The definition in [8] , which is solely in terms of the convergence property and reflects the order of convergence, seems most appealing. In that paper, a point z0 is called an approximate zero of / for Newton's method if the Newton sequence {zk} , where zk = zk_x-fizk_x)/f'izk_x) for k=l,2, ... , starting with z0 satisfies the following fast convergence condition: sufficient condition for a point to be an approximate zero based on estimates from data at that point.
Theorem (Smale) . There is a constant ao ~ 0.130707 such that zo is an approximate zero of f for Newton's method if y/izo)\fizo)\/\f'izo)\ < a0, where yfiz) = sup fc>i f{k) (z) klf'iz) I This work was later extended by Curry [1] and Kim [3] to some higher-order iterative algorithms including Euler's method and Halley's method. Although their definitions of an approximate zero are not exactly the same as that of Smale [8] , the conditions they obtained are essentially the same, except for a different constant ao.
Our paper is in the same spirit as those works. We deal with the general Newton-like quadratically convergent iterative algorithms of the form z + M(/(z), f'iz)), which includes Newton's method as a special case. The motivation for this work is twofold. First, since the conditions for a point to be an approximate zero, given in [8, 1, and 3] , are basically the same (namely, 7/(zo)l/(zo)l/l/'(zo)| < «o for a certain constant ao which varies among [8, 1, 3] ), regardless of what iterative algorithm is under investigation (Newton's, Euler's, or Halley's), it is natural to ask to what extent this condition is universal, or in what form the condition would appear in a general setting. If the condition is indeed universal for a certain class of iterative algorithms, how does the constant ao in the condition vary from one algorithm to another? In this paper, a similar condition for a point to be an approximate zero is established for the class of quadratically convergent algorithms. Moreover, it is shown how the bound ao in the condition varies from one algorithm to another and what characteristic of the algorithm affects the bound. This puts the conditions found in [8, 1, and 3] for Newton's method in a more general perspective. Second, other iterative algorithms of this form may be used to improve the convergence behavior of Newton's method in the global sense. According to the Fatou-Julia theory, each attracting cycle or fixed point attracts at least one critical point under the iteration of a rational map z + A/"(/(z), f'iz)) ; the nonconvergent behavior is essentially due to the existence of attracting cycles other than the fixed points (i.e., the zeros). So it may be possible to perturb Newton's method appropriately so as to remove some of the attracting cycles. In this way, in the region where Newton's method fails to converge to zeros, one may alter it to some other methods to achieve convergence. For example, Newton's method when applied to the polynomial /(z) = 3Z3-z+l has the attracting cycle {0,1} on the real line. When using Mif, f) = -f/f + P/if'il + 2f)), the attracting cycle {0,1} no longer exists. In fact, the whole real line is free of any attracting cycles. Therefore, to find a condition for a point to be an approximate zero for other quadratically convergent algorithms is important in its own right. Assumption (a) is reasonable; assumptions (b) and (c) are equivalent to the iteration If being locally quadratically convergent at simple zeros of /. Newton's method is M{u, v) = -u/v , which clearly satisfies assumptions (a), (b) , and (c).
We adopt most of the terminologies and notations used in [8] , except that the notion of an approximate zero is defined here in terms of the residual and in a somewhat stronger sense.
Definition. We call z0 an approximate zero of / with respect to the iteration If defined by M if there exist positive numbers ao, ax, a2, ... satisfying ao < 1 and ak+x < a\ for all k > 0 such that \f(z»+k)\<4H-l\fizk)\, n>0,k>0, where z" = Ifizo) for n > 0.
Remark. One of the advantages of our definition of an approximate zero is that it is forward-invariant, namely, if zo is an approximate zero, then so is zx = Ifizo). The original definition in [8] lacks this property. Another advantage is that it captures the full strength of quadratic convergence. It is easy to see that if zo is an approximate zero under our definition, then \fizn)\<a2"-x\fizo)\, «>0, which is the residual version of the original definition in [8] when ao = 1/2. It should be pointed out that the condition for a point to be an approximate zero found in [8] is still valid under our definition. Note that the general condition in Theorem 1 essentially specializes in this case to the condition obtained in [8, 1, and 3 ] for Newton's method.
The functions íxÍKm) and t*iKM) are decreasing in KM, as pictured in Figure 2 .1. This reveals how the bound in the condition for approximate zeros depends on the algorithm M ; it depends on M through the number KM in a decreasing manner.
As another example, consider the iteration defined by A/(«, v) = -u/v + u2/v2 . It can be checked that tm(0, v) = ^4/\v\. So KM = v^ « 1.3195 and t\i\Í4) « 0.120574. Hence, we have the following corollary. Even though satisfied by Newton's method, the assumption that KM < co in Theorem 1 seems overly strong. Fortunately, it is by no means necessary. The following is an extension of Theorem 1 without that assumption. Theorem 2. Let M satisfy the assumptions (a), (b) , and (c). There exists a function t2ir) (io be specified in §4 and pictured in Figure 2 .2) such that if 
Proof of Theorem 1
Let z+ denote 7/(z) and Mz denote M(/(z), f'iz)) ; then z+ = z + Mz .
Proof, (a) This is Taylor expansion of M{u, v) in u at u = 0. The radius of convergence is at least 1/tm(0,v)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 with 
Proof. For «! > 0, n2 > 0, nx + n2 > 1, expanding M("''"2)(0, •) at v into Taylor series, we have
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Proof. Let y/(z), /(z), ta/(0,/'(z)) be abbreviated as jy, /, xm, respectively. Since 
2-yf-x
The proof of this lemma is left to the appendix since it does not shed any light on later developments.
Let Tfíz) = ÍVfiz) + 1)|/(z)|ta/(0, /'(z)). Lemma 3.10 . If z0 satisfies 7/(z0) < txiKM), then there exist positive numbers oo,ax,a2, ... satisfying ao < 1 and ak+i < a\ for all k > 0 such that Tfizn+k) < a2k"~xTfizk) for all « > 0 and k>0, where zn = IJiz0) ,n>0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.3, we have
By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.6, we have (3.2) Ta/(0, fizx)) < TM(0, fizo))h(Tfizo),KM).
By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.8(b), we have (3.3) yfizx) + I < iyfizo) + l)h(Tfizo)).
Combining (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and using the definitions of KM and <fi, we have
Let ao = y/\(Tfizo), KM); then 7>(z,) < a0Tfiz0). Since 7>(z0) < txiKM), we have ao < 1. Inductively, we have Tfizn+x)<a0Tfizn), n>0, Tfizn+X) < 4>iTfiz"), KM)iTfiz"))2, n >0.
Hence, it follows that (3.5) r/(z")<[r/(z0)</»(r/(z0),Jfi:A/)]2"-17>(zo) = a02"-1r/(zo), n>0.
To see this, we use induction on n and note that </>(•, Km) is increasing and Tfiz") < Tfizo). So assuming (3.5) holds for n, we see from the following that it also holds for n + 1 :
Now for each k > 1, let ak = y/xiTfizk), KM) ', then we have ak+x < a\ for all k > 0. Indeed, since Tfizk+X) < Tfizk) and (¡>{, KM) is increasing,
Since Tfizk) < txiKM) for each k > 0, the argument above can be applied to zk in place of z0 as the initial point to conclude that Tfizn+k) < a2"-1 Tfizk), n>0. D Theorem 1. // z0 satisfies T/(z0) < t\iKM), then z0 is an approximate zero of f with respect to M, namely, there exist positive numbers ao, ax, a2, ... satisfying ao < 1 and ak+l < a\ for all k > 0 such that \Azn+k)\<a2k"-x\fizk)\, n>0,k>0. Proof. Let ao, ax, a2, ... be as defined in Lemma 3.10; then from Lemma 3.10 we have ak+x < a\ for all k > 0 and (3.6) Tfizn+k)<a£-xTfizk), n>0,k>0.
By Lemma 3.3, we have (3.7) |/(z")| < |/'(z"_0|tm(0, fizn-x)), TfrniÍ) x\Azn-x)\, n > 1.
-Jf{z"-x)
Using these facts, we prove the theorem by induction on n for each k > 0. When n = 0, the inequality to be proved clearly holds. Suppose we have |/(z"+A:)| < a^"_1|/(z^)| ; then by using (3.6), (3.7), and the definition of KM, we see |/(z"+,+l)| < \fizn+k)\xMiO, fizn+k)) Tf{Znlk) Afizn+k)\ Notice that the constant bound obtained from our more general result is a little smaller than that in Smale's condition (which has been improved upon by Rheinboldt [10] by using the Kantorovich theory). This is probably the price that one usually has to pay for being more general. When comparing these results, one should also bear in mind that the definitions of an approximate zero upon which the results are derived are technically not quite the same. Lemma 4.8. // 7/-(z0) < hirMizo)), then there exist positive numbers ao, ax, ... satisfying a0 < 1 and ak+l < a\ for all k > 0 such that Tfizn+k) < ak~xTfizk) for all n > 0 and k > 0, where z" = T^z0).
Proof. Let mk = miTfizk), rMizk)), ak = y/xiTfizk), rMizk))mk, k>0. Then y/2iTfizk), rMizk)) = akmk. Since 7/(z0) < t2irMiz0)), we see that a0mo = W2(Tf(zo), rMizo)) < 1. Consequently, a0 < 1 since m0 > 1 and Wo < l/flo • By Lemmas 3.9, 4.7(a), 4.2, 4.3, we have (4.1) >a/(zi) < m0rMizo), Tfizx) < VxiTfizo), rMizo))Tfizo) < y/xiTfizo), rMizo))moTfizo) = a0Tfiz0).
Note that mo = /n(7y(z0), rMizo)) < c by Lemma 4.7 (b) , that w0 < l/a0, and that Tfiz0) = 1 -uirMizo), mo). So by (4.1), (4.2) and Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, we have
= iy/xiTfizo),rMizo))mo)2 = a%.
Inductively, we have the following for all n > 0 :
rM{z"+x) < m"rMizn), Tfiz"+x) < y/\{Tfizn), rMizn))Tfiz") < y/\{Tfiz"), rMiz"))mnTfizn) = anTfizn), mn+x <m", an+x <a2n.
It follows that Tfizn+k) < ak~xTfizk) for all n > 0 and k > 0. This can be proved by induction on n for each k as follows. Clearly, the inequality holds for n = 1. Suppose that it holds for n ; then Tfizn+k+x) < an+kTfizn+k) < al"a2"~xTfizk) = a2"+,-xTfizk).
So it also holds for n + 1. D Theorem 2. If 7/-(z0) < ^(^(zo)), then z0 is an approximate zero of f with respect to M, namely, there exist positive numbers ao, ax, a2, ... satisfying ao < 1 and ak+x < a\ for all k > 0 such that |/(zn+fc)| < a2k~x\fizk)\ for all n > 0 and k > 0, where zn = InÁzo).
Proof. Let ao, ax, a2, ... be as in Lemma 4.8; then we have Tfizn+X) < anTfizn) for all n > 0 and ak+x < a\ for all k > 0. By Lemma 3.3,
|/(z,+1)l < 'i**™? \Azk)\ , k>0.
-Tfizk)
From this it follows that |/(z"+fc)| < a2k ~x\fizk)\ for all n > 0 and k > 0. In fact, this is clearly valid for n = 0. Now suppose that it is valid for n ; then,
The second inequality above makes use of the facts that m" > 1 for all n > 0 and that 1
The last inequality makes use of the fact that ak+x < a\ for all k > 0. □
Numerical experiments and discussion
Our experimental work shows that the theoretical bounds given in the theorems are rather conservative, which echoes the findings by Curry and Van Vleck [2] about Smale's bound for Newton's method when applied to cubic polynomials. Nevertheless, these bounds provide a theoretical guarantee that a point satisfying the condition is an approximate zero of any given analytic function with respect to any given quadratically convergent iteration scheme M. To illustrate our findings, we plot the true regions of fast convergence (i.e., true regions of approximate zeros) for the functions /(z) = z4 -1 and /(z) = ez + z-1 with respect to the Newton iteration, the iteration defined by M{u, v) = -u/v + u2/v2, and the iteration defined by M{u, v) = -u/v + u2 . We also plot the regions of approximate zeros predicted by our conditions and that of Smale. The plots are made in the following way. For each region to be plotted, the boundary point of the region along each of the 128 evenly spaced radial lines from the zero is determined to a certain accuracy, and these 128 boundary points are then connected. Figure 5 .5 gives the true region of approximate zeros with level ao = 0.75 (the outer contour) and ao = 0.5 (the middle contour), and the region predicted by our condition (the inner contour) for the zero z = 0 of the function /(z) = ez + z -1 with respect to the iteration defined by M{u, v) = -u/v + u2/v2. Figure 5 .6 gives the true region of approximate zeros with level ao = 0.75 (the outer contour) and ao = 0.5 (the middle contour), and the region predicted by our condition (the inner contour) for the zero z = 0 of the function /(z) = e2 + z -1 with respect to the iteration defined by M(«, v) = -u/v + u2.
As evidenced from these plots, the regions of approximate zeros predicted by our conditions are rather conservative; in fact, they seem to be completely contained in the true region of approximate zeros with level ao = 0.5. So it would be nice if the bounds could be improved. From Figure 5 
It is easy to check that Ai is positive and increasing on [^ , 1), while h2 and ,Jip2 + pr)ip2 + 4pri 1 + r) + pr + 4r2( 1 + r)) > 2(1 -pMl + r) -p2 -pr.
It is easy to see that the right-hand side of the inequality is nonpositive if V4r4+ I2r3 +17 r2 + &r -{2r2 + 3r)
P>-ö--■ In this case, the inequality clearly holds. For the other case, squaring both sides again, we get the following equivalent inequality:
i-p2 + 3p -l)r3 + i-p2 + 6p-2)r2 + ip2 + 3p -l)r + p2 > 0.
Denote the left-hand side of the inequality by A(r, p); then it can be checked that for 1 > p > ( License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
